
Assignment 5: Part 2

Sprites on a Plane

COMP-202B, Winter 2011, All Sections

Due: Friday, April 8, 2011 (13:00)

You MUST do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you MUST follow all the general
instructions and regulations for assignments. For example, all the methods asked for in this specification
should be public, and any helper methods you define should be private. Graders have the discretion to deduct
up to 10% of the value of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations.

Section 1: 0 points
Section 2, Question 1 (a.k.a Part 1): 50 points
Section 2, Question 2 (a.k.a Part 2): 50 points

100 points total

Resources

You will be using several classes in this assignment that you have never used before. We expect you to look
up information about relevant methods in the documentation for these classes as needed when writing your
code.

FANG Documentation:

• The Sprite class: http://www.fangengine.org/images/docs/api/fang2/core/Sprite.html
You might want to look at subclasses of Sprite, too, like RectangleSprite, ImageSprite, etc.

• The Game class: http://www.fangengine.org/images/docs/api/fang2/core/Game.html

Relevant standard classes:

• The Date class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/sql/Date.html

• The Calendar class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/Calendar.html

• DateFormat class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/DateFormat.html

• The Random class: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/Random.html

A couple of notes about Part 1.

After receiving feedback from students and answering many questions on WebCT, we have approved the
addition of two public methods to the original Part 1 specification. You made add these if you think it
makes other aspects of the assignment more straightforward, but they are not required:

• In class Airline you may add a public getAllPlanes() method that returns the Airline’s ArrayList
of planes.

• In the Flight class you may add a public getStatus() method that returns the current status of the
Flight.
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Instructions

Question 2: FlyNarnia - fly away from delays (50 points)

The instructions in this part of the assignment assume that you have a working implementation of
Part 1. The goal of Part 2 is to get some practice with inheritance, interfaces, polymorphism, exception
handling and file processing. We’ll also add some other extra features to make the simulation a bit more
interesting. Your finished product should look something like this.

Reading files to set up your simulation

• In the Airline class, make a new constructor that accepts a String parameter. This String repre-
sents the name of a file that contains a list of airports (for example, see airportinformation.txt),
available on the course website). Your new constructor should initialize this Airline’s instance
variables to be empty lists, and then add Airports to its list of Airports by reading the file
specified by the input parameter, line by line.

• Also in the Airline class, add a void method called loadFlights() that accepts a String param-
eter. This String represents the name of a file that contains a list of airports (for example, see
flightschedule.txt). This method adds Flights to this Airline’s list of Flights by reading
the file specified by the input parameter, line by line.

• Update the setup() method of the AirlineSimulator class to initialize your simulation by calling
the constructor and the method described above. Now your simulation should look a lot busier.

Inheritance and Polymorphism: Airborne, Jet and PaperPlane

In Part 1, Jet implements Airborne but you don’t take advantage of that at all. Now you’ll add another
class that implements Airborne and get some very basic practice with polymorphism.

1. Add a new header to the Airborne interface that describes a getName() method like the one
currently in Jet.

2. Change the access modifier of your instance variables in Jet from private to protected. When a
field is protected, it is visible only to subclasses of the class it is in.

3. In Flight, Airline, Airport, carefully replace Jet with Airborne in all type declarations and
method return types. (In this way, almost all references to Jet will be removed.) Do this
gradually. You can let the compiler guide you: in other words, you can change Jet to Airborne

in one place, compile, and then use the given error messsages to find other occurences of Jet that
you need to replace. Your code should run as before when you’re done with this.
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4. Define the PaperPlane class (see instructions below).

5. Introduce the PaperPlane class to the Airport constructor, AirlineSimulator and so on. (in-
structions below)

PaperPlane

FlyNarnia offers transport by enchanted paper plane. The PaperPlane class extends Jet and implements
Airborne. It has two instance variables (in addition to all the instance variables it inherits from its
parent):

• A random-number generator (of type Random).

• A double that represents the paper plane’s proclivity for wobbling

Paper planes aren’t as effective at flying as jets are: instead of flying quickly in a straight line toward their
goal, they randomly zigzag around in approximately the right direction. To capture this behaviour, you
will override Jet’s updateTowardGoal() method in PaperPlane. Be careful about the difference
between overloading and overriding!

• First, make a constructor for PaperPlane. The constructor accepts as parameters a String (the
name of the plane), a Point (the location of the plane), and a double (the wobbliness of the plane).
It first calls its parent constructor and then initializes this plane’s wobbliness and initializes the
plane’s random generator with new Random().

• PaperPlane’s updateTowardGoal() method calls its parent’s updateTowardGoal() method (with
super), which has the effect of updating this PaperPlane’s location. It then randomly throws out
either the x-component or the y-component of that update. For example, suppose that calling this
PaperPlane’s parent’s updateTowardGoal() method changes this PaperPlane’s x-coordinate to
from 45 to 50 and its y-coordinate from 9 to 10. In response, this plane might randomly choose
to reverse the x-coordinate change, so when this PaperPlane’s updateTowardGoal() method is
done executing, the final updated coordinates will be (45,10) (instead of (50,10)). Here’s how you
implement the idea:

– Get a random number from the generator by using the nextDouble() of the Random class.

– If that random number is less than the wobbliness of this PaperPlane, only keep the y-
component of the Jet-style update; otherwise, only keep the x-component of the Jet-style
update.

– Note: When you test this, your paper planes will take a bit longer than the jets to get to
their goal, but they should not way way longer. Hint: what’s going to happen when your
paper plane is already at the goal’s x-coordinate, but really far from the goal’s y-coordinate?

– At this point, you can test your PaperPlane class by making the Airport constructor create
only PaperPlanes instead of only Jets. Try a wobbliness of 0.1 to start.

Changing the other classes to accommodate PaperPlane

1. When the Airport constructor makes planes, instead of making only Jets or only PaperPlanes,
make a mix of Jets and PaperPlanes. For example, every other plane should be a PaperPlane.

Declare a new instance variable in Airport that is of type Random. Now every Airport will
have its own random-number generator. In the Airport constructor, initialize the random-number
generator with new Random();. You should then use it, and its nextDouble() method to randomize
the wobbliness of your paper planes.

2. When you make Sprites in AirlineSimulator, if the corresponding Airborne object is an instance
of PaperPlane, make an ImageSprite with paperplane.jpg, and otherwise make an ImageSprite

with plane.jpg. (These image files are available on the course website.)
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Adding complications to landings and take-offs

• In the Flight class, add a void method called delay(). It should take an integer as parameter; it
represents a number of minutes. This method changes the actual start time of this Flight by the
given number of minutes. One way to do this is to use the getInstance(), setTime(), getTime()
and add() methods of the Calendar class. It amounts to about 3-5 lines of code.

• In the Airport class, you need to modify the scheduleTakeOff() and scheduleLandings() meth-
ods.

– First, declare some private, static constants: MAXTRAFFIC = 3, DELAYTIME = 5.

– When you’re scheduling planes to take off, at most MAXTRAFFIC can take off within a single
“round” of traffic updates. If a Flight doesn’t get the chance to to take-off during a traffic
update, you must delay its start time by DELAYTIME. Similarly, when you’re scheduling planes
to land, at most MAXTRAFFIC can land within a single “round” of traffic updates: a plane might
have to hover over the airport for a while before it gets to land.

– When you’re scheduling planes to take off, you will randomly delay some flights and cancel
others. For every flight you schedule, use your this Airport’s random number generator and
its nextDouble() method to generate two random numbers. If the first random number is
less than this Airport’s delay probability, delay the flight by DELAYTIME. Otherwise, if the
second random number is less than this Airport’s cancellation probability, cancel the flight.
Otherwise, there are no random delays or cancellations, so try to have the plane take off, as
in Part 1, but beware of MAXTRAFFIC and how many planes have been allowed to take off so
far.

Making your sprites more informative.

• In AirlineSimulator, represent airports with an ImageSprite that uses file airport.jpg.
Play around with setOutlineColor(), setOutlineThickness(), showOutline() and hideOutline()

to draw different-coloured borders around your airport sprites. (Check out the screen shot on page
2 to see what we mean.) Read the step below before you start this step.

• In the advance() method, implement updates to your airport sprites’ outlines/borders. The goal
is to have your simulation display a red border if there are more than 5 planes currently at the
corresponding airport, display a yellow border if there are more than 3 planes currently at the
corresponding airport, and display no border otherwise.

After completing all these additions and changes, your simulation should look like the screen shot on
page 2.

What To Submit: all your code + your sprite images + a readme

readme.txt - this should explain how far you got in the assignment, and what problems you encountered.
All the images you use for sprites (airport.jpg, plane.jpg, paperplane.jpg)
AirlineSimulator.java

Flight.java

Point.java

Route.java

Airline.java

Jet.java

Airborne.java

Airport.java

PaperPlane.java
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